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abstract

 

Mutagenesis studies have suggested that the second transmembrane segment (M2) plays a critical
role during acetylcholine receptor liganded gating. An adequate description of the relationship between gating
and structure of the M2 domain, however, has been hampered by the fact that many M2 mutations increase the
opening rate constant to levels that, in the presence of acetylcholine, are unresolvably fast. Here, we show that the
use of saturating concentrations of choline, a low-efficacy agonist, is a convenient tool to circumvent this problem.
In the presence of 20 mM choline: (a) single-channel currents occur in clusters; (b) fast blockade by choline itself

 

reduces the single-channel conductance by 

 

z

 

50%, yet the excess open-channel noise is only moderate; (c) the ki-
netics of gating are fitted best by a single-step, C

 

 

 

↔ 

 

O model; and (d) opening and closing rate constants are
within a well resolvable range. Application of this method to a series of recombinant adult mouse muscle M2 12

 

9

 

mutants revealed that: (a) the five homologous M2 12

 

9

 

 positions make independent and asymmetric contribu-
tions to diliganded gating, the 

 

d

 

 subunit being the most sensitive to mutation; (b) mutations at 

 

d

 

12

 

9

 

 increase the
diliganded gating equilibrium constant in a manner that is consistent with the sensitivity of the transition state to
mutation being 

 

z

 

30% like that of the open state and 

 

z

 

70% like that of the closed state; (c) the relationship be-
tween 

 

d

 

12

 

9

 

 amino acid residue volume, hydrophobicity or 

 

a

 

-helical tendency, and the gating equilibrium constant
of the corresponding mutants is not straightforward; however, (d) rate and equilibrium constants for the mutant
series are linearly correlated (on log–log plots), which suggests that the conformational rearrangements upon mu-
tation are mostly local and that the position of the transition state along the gating reaction coordinate is unaf-
fected by these mutations.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

 

The four transmembrane segments (M1–M4)

 

1

 

 of the
acetylcholine receptor (AChR) are likely to be involved
in the conformational changes associated with gating
(Filatov and White, 1995; Labarca et al., 1995; Ohno et
al., 1995; Unwin, 1995; Campos-Caro et al., 1997; Wang
et al., 1997, 1999; Bouzat et al., 1998; Chen and Auer-
bach, 1998; Tamamizu et al., 1999). However, because
the lining of the pore (Akabas et al., 1994; Zhang and
Karlin, 1998), the gate (Wilson and Karlin, 1998), and the
size- (Villarroel et al., 1991; Cohen et al., 1992) and
charge-selectivity filters (Galzi et al., 1992; Corringer et
al., 1999) are basically contributed by residues of M2,
this transmembrane segment is particularly important.

An adequate description of the relationship between
function and structure of the M2 segment has been
hampered by the fact that many mutations increase the
channel opening rate constant (“gain-of-function” mu-
tations). The opening rate constant of wild-type AChRs,
in the presence of ACh, is at the upper limit of reliable
estimation (

 

z

 

30,000–100,000 s

 

2

 

1

 

; Maconochie and
Steinbach, 1998), thus even a modest increase makes
this parameter too fast to be resolved. As a conse-
quence, many groups have described the effects of M2
mutations in terms of aggregate parameters such as the
observed open times of single-channel currents, or the
EC

 

50

 

 of a whole-cell dose–response curve. Unfortu-
nately, these are compound parameters that are deter-
mined by a combination of binding and gating pro-
cesses and therefore provide limited information about
the role of M2 in channel opening and closing per se.
This explains why, despite the wealth of data that is
available on M2 mutants, the understanding of how M2
residues participate in the control of gating has pro-
gressed slowly. Although most M2 mutations increase
the duration of observed openings and lower the EC

 

50

 

,
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it has been difficult to attribute these effects to changes
in specific rate constants.

One way of dealing with this limitation is to work with a
slowly opening mutant on the background of which the
mutations of interest are engineered. This approach was
taken by Chen and Auerbach (1998), who used the

 

a

 

D200N mutant, a binding-site mutant with a reduced
opening rate constant, as the background AChR on which
M2 mutations were introduced. Here we used an alterna-
tive method: clusters of openings were elicited with 20 mM
choline, a “slowly opening,” low-efficacy agonist (Zhou et
al., 1999). With this approach, most of the closed sojourns
were detected, and the complexity of the closed-time dis-
tribution was reduced to a single exponential density.

We applied this method to investigate the contribu-
tion of the M2 12

 

9

 

 residues of the four different AChR
subunits (a Ser in 

 

d

 

 and a Thr in 

 

a

 

, 

 

b

 

, and 

 

e

 

) to gating.
By dissecting the effects of mutations on either the
opening or the closing rate constant, we provide a de-
tailed picture of the relationship between structure and
gating in this region of M2. The results indicate that
these positions contribute in an independent and
asymmetrical manner to gating, which is most affected
by mutations in the 

 

d

 

 subunit. They also suggest that
there is a complex relationship between gating and the
physicochemical properties of the amino acid residue
in 

 

d

 

12

 

9

 

, and that the increase in gating equilibrium
constant upon mutation is mostly due to a decrease in
the closing rate constant with a smaller contribution of
an increase in the opening rate constant. For 

 

d

 

 12

 

9

 

 mu-
tations, the logarithms of the rate and equilibrium con-
stants of gating are linearly correlated with a slope that
suggests that the local environment of this M2 position
is 

 

z

 

30% open-like (70% closed-like) at the transition
state of the gating conformational change.

 

M E T H O D S

 

Expression, Electrophysiology, and Kinetic Modeling

 

Mouse AChR cDNA clones, transient expression in HEK-293
cells, cell-attached patch-clamp recordings, cluster definition in
the presence of saturating concentrations of agonist, and kinetic
analysis were as described in the preceding paper (Grosman and
Auerbach, 2000). 

 

d

 

S268T and 

 

e

 

T264S mutations were engi-
neered by overlap PCR (Higuchi, 1990). For all other mutations,
the QuikChange

 



 

 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene,
Inc.) protocol was followed. All constructs were confirmed by
dideoxy sequencing.

 

Error Estimates

 

Standard errors of the calculated (as opposed to experimentally
determined) variables in Tables III and IV, say 

 

Y

 

 

 

5 

 

f 

 

(

 

X

 

i

 

), were es-
timated according to the following expressions:

 

(1)

 

and

Var Y( ) ∂Y
∂Xi
-------- 

  2
Var Xi( )⋅

i 1=

n

∑=

 

(2)

 

where 

 



 

Y

 

/

 



 

X

 

i

 

 is the partial derivative of 

 

Y

 

 with respect to each
random variable (

 

X

 

i

 

) evaluated at the corresponding experimen-
tally derived mean values, 

 

Var

 

(

 

X

 

i

 

) is the variance of 

 

X

 

i

 

, and

 

 n 

 

is
the number of different 

 

X

 

i

 

 variables. Eq. 1 assumes that the ran-
dom variables are uncorrelated (i.e., that the covariance between
any given pair of 

 

X

 

i

 

 

 

is zero) and it is exact only when 

 

Y

 

 is a linear
function of 

 

X

 

i

 

. When 

 

Y

 

(

 

X

 

i

 

) is a nonlinear function (our case in
Tables III and IV), the result is only approximate because it is the
variance of only the linear portion of the Taylor power-series ex-
pansion of 

 

Y

 

(

 

X

 

i

 

). However, the smaller the values of 

 

Var

 

(

 

X

 

i

 

), the
more accurate the approximation.

 

Open-Channel Noise

 

The experimental excess open-channel noise was calculated by
subtracting the closed-level variance from the open-level vari-
ance, and is expressed as the ratio between the standard devia-
tion (root mean square, rms) of the noise (

 

s

 

ex

 

) and the single-
channel current amplitude (i). Such variances were calculated
directly from the digitized currents once the samples (“points”)
were sorted into the closed and open “classes” by the idealization
procedure. Thermal (

 

s

 

th

 

) and shot (

 

s

 

sh

 

) excess noise were calcu-
lated by Eq. 3 (Horowitz and Hill, 1980):

 

(3)

 

where 

 

k

 

B

 

 is Boltzmann’s constant, 

 

T

 

 is the absolute temperature
(

 

z

 

295

 

8

 

K), 

 

g

 

 is the single-channel conductance, and 

 

B

 

 is the
bandwidth, and (Eq. 4):

 

(4)

 

where 

 

q 

 

is the elementary charge (1.602 

 

3

 

 10

 

2

 

19

 

 coulomb). The
sum of these two sources of excess noise was calculated by adding
their variances, and it is expressed as a standard deviation.

 

Coupling Energies

 

Coupling energies between mutations (see Table III) were calcu-
lated as:

 

(5)

 

where 

 

R 

 

is the universal gas constant, and the 

 

u

 

 values are the dili-
ganded gating equilibrium constants (the ratio between the opening
and closing rate constants) of the background receptor (B), the sin-
gle mutants (x and y), and the double mutant (x 

 

1 

 

y). Values calcu-
lated in this way are referred to as “mean” values. The corresponding
standard errors were calculated by applying Eqs. 1 and 2 to Eq. 5.

From Eq. 5 it can be seen that if mutational effects were addi-
tive (i.e., if 

 

D

 

G

 

º 

 

5 

 

0):

 

(6)

 

This expression was used to calculate the expected diliganded
gating equilibrium constant values (

 

u

 

2

 

) of double mutants (see
Table III) or the wild type (see Table IV), given the 

 

u

 

2

 

 values of
the other three members of the cycle.

Coefficients of variation (see Table III) were calculated as:

 

(7)

Var Y( ) SE2 Y( ) ;= Var Xi( ) SE2 Xi( ) ,=

σth 4kBTγB ,=

σsh 2iqB ,=

∆Go RT
θxθy

θBθx y+
----------------- ,ln–=

θBθx y+ θxθy.=

Cv
∆θ

θobserved
-------------------- ,=
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where Du is the difference between the observed (uobserved) and
the calculated (from Eq. 6) values of u2 for the double mutants.

R E S U L T S

Choline as an Agonist

Fig. 1 A shows continuous single-channel traces of 129
dS→T AChRs in the presence of a saturating concentra-
tion (20 mM) of choline. At this concentration, open-
ings occurred in clusters separated by long-lived silent
periods. As with openings elicited by ACh, each cluster
represents the activity of a single channel, and the silent
intervals between them correspond to sojourns in de-
sensitized states (Sakmann et al., 1980). Clusters were
defined so that the intracluster closed intervals were
monoexponentially distributed (Fig. 1 B). The open-
ings within clusters turned out to follow a monoexpo-
nential distribution as well, a fact that is in marked con-
trast with the multiexponential nature of openings of
M2 129 mutants in the absence of ligand (Grosman and
Auerbach, 2000). The kinetics of AChR activity in the
presence of 20 mM choline were thus reduced to those
of the C ↔ O reaction scheme. Fig. 2 shows the mean
open and closed times, on a cluster-by-cluster basis, for
seven patches containing the 129 dS→T mutant.

One consequence of working with high concentra-
tions of cholinergic agonists is the occurrence of fast
blockade. Due to this phenomenon, the current ampli-
tude is reduced and the excess open-channel noise is
increased. With respect to the amplitude decrease,

both 20 mM choline and 2 mM ACh reduced the cur-
rent amplitude of dS→T receptors by z50% (3.2 pA at
approximately 2100 mV). The current amplitude in
the presence of blocker (iB) is given by Eq. 8:

(8)

where io is the current in the absence of blocker, [B] is
the blocker’s concentration, and KB is its dissociation
equilibrium constant from the pore-blocking site. There-
fore, KB is z20 mM for choline and z2 mM for ACh
(Auerbach and Akk, 1998) at approximately 2100 mV.

Although the effect of 20 mM choline and 2 mM ACh
on the current amplitude was approximately the same,
the magnitude of the open-channel noise was different
for these two agonists (Fig. 3). The excess open-chan-
nel noise of dS→T AChR in the presence of 20 mM
choline (sex 5 0.560 pA; i 5 3.4 pA) was less than one
third that in the presence of 2 mM ACh (sex 5 1.818
pA; i 5 3.4 pA), and comparable with that in the pres-
ence of 5 mM ACh (sex 5 0.606 pA; i 5 7.4 pA), mea-
sured at the analysis bandwidth of 18 kHz. The lower
noise in the presence of 20 mM choline is most likely
due to the faster dissociation of choline from the block-
ing site.

The excess noise, expressed as a fraction of the sin-
gle-channel current amplitude (sex/i), for the wild type
and all the mutants studied here is listed in Table I. Mu-

iB
io

1 B[ ]
KB
--------+

------------------ ,=

Figure 1. 129 dS→T AChR cur-
rents in the presence of 20 mM
choline. (A) Continuous single-
channel traces recorded in the
cell-attached configuration with
20 mM choline in the patch pi-
pette at approximately 2100 mV.
For display purposes, fc > 6 kHz.
Openings are downward deflec-
tions. The solid horizontal bars
indicate clusters of openings. (B)
Monoexponential dwell-time his-
tograms and superimposed den-
sity functions.
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tations did not substantially affect the magnitude of the
excess noise. Also, during the process of cluster defini-
tion, we could not detect any additional fast compo-
nent in the closed-time distribution that could have
been attributed to dwellings in the blocked state. In
summary, fast blockade by 20 mM choline neither af-
fected the closed-time distributions nor significantly
compromised the single-channel signal idealization
process.

Since blocking events were not detected as discrete
dwellings in the zero-current level, the idealized open
dwell times include sojourns in both the open and
blocked states. The mean duration of these apparent
openings (t) is given by:

(9)

where a and aB are the closing rate constants of the un-
blocked and blocked channel, respectively. In our par-
ticular case, we showed above that KB > [B] and, there-
fore, Eq. 9 reduces to Eq. 10:

(10)

τ
KB B[ ]+

αKB αB B[ ]+
-------------------------------- ,=

τ 2
α α B+
---------------- .≅

If blocked channels could not close (i.e., aB 5 0), then
the mean duration of apparent openings would be
twice as long as that of true openings in the absence of
block (1/a). This is the usual assumption, and corre-
sponds to the sequential scheme for blockade (C ↔ CA
↔ CA2 ↔ OA2 ↔ OA2B; Ruff, 1977; Neher and Stein-
bach, 1978; Sine and Steinbach, 1984; Colquhoun and
Ogden, 1988; Wang et al., 1999). If, instead, channel

Figure 2. Mean open and closed times of 129 dS→T AChRs in
the presence of 20 mM choline. The mean of observed open and
closed dwell times were calculated for 411 clusters from seven
patches. A total of 38,385 openings and closings were analyzed.
Each symbol identifies a different patch. Overall mean open and
closed times for the seven patches were, respectively (mean 6 SD,
ms): 1.10 6 0.21 and 1.54 6 0.40, 1.57 6 0.49 and 2.03 6 0.62,
1.05 6 0.28 and 1.72 6 0.56, 1.24 6 0.43 and 1.52 6 0.50, 1.38 6
0.35 and 1.51 6 0.51, 1.28 6 0.52 and 1.58 6 0.60, and 1.33 6 0.32
and 1.29 6 0.42. Only those clusters having a mean open time
within 6 2 SD of the overall mean of the corresponding patch
were selected for further analysis.

Figure 3. Noise characteristics of 129 dS→T AChRs. (A) Excess
open-channel noise (rms) of dS→T receptors activated by 20 mM
choline and 2 mM ACh as a function of bandwidth. The thermal
and shot noise contribution expected from an AChR activated by
20 mM choline at approximately 2100 mV was calculated, and it is
indicated by the dotted line. (B) All-point current-amplitude histo-
grams of the currents in Fig. 1. (Grey bars) Histogram of data fil-
tered at z18 kHz (analysis bandwidth). (Black bars) Histogram of
data filtered at z6 kHz (display bandwidth). The mean and stan-
dard deviation were calculated directly from the digitized currents
after idealization. These parameters were used to compute the
Gaussian density functions (solid lines), an example of which is
shown superimposed on the 18-kHz histogram for both the indi-
vidual components and their sum.
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closings were oblivious to the presence of blocker (i.e.,
aB 5 a), then the mean duration of openings in the
presence or absence of block would be the same. It has
been shown that muscle AChRs can close while blocked
by QX-222 (Neher, 1983) or the ganglionic nicotinic
blocker chlorisondamine (Neely and Lingle, 1986).
Therefore, assuming that the blocker cannot speed the
channel’s closure, our closing rate-constant estimates

are underestimated by a factor #2. As no obvious dif-
ferences between constructs were observed in the sin-
gle-channel amplitude reduction, we conclude that KB

is similar for all of them and, hence, that all the closing
rate constant were underestimated by the same factor.

Effects of 129 S→T and T→S Mutations

The probability of being open within a cluster of dili-
ganded openings was higher in dS→T AChRs than in
the wild type because the unliganded gating equilib-
rium constant increases with the mutation (Grosman
and Auerbach, 2000). Fig. 4 shows single-channel clus-
ters of the wild type and a set of 129 mutants in the pres-
ence of 20 mM choline, displayed in increasing order
of number of mutated subunits. The mutations were
S→T in d and T→S in a, b, and e subunits. Table II
shows the results of the kinetic analysis.

Gating is most affected by mutations in d. Mutations
in b and e increase the diliganded gating equilibrium
constant (u2) to a smaller extent but while the former
increases the opening rate and decreases the closing
rate, the latter increases both rate constants. A more
detailed analysis of this difference in kinetics will be
given below. Mutations in both a subunits result in a
minor reduction in the gating equilibrium constant.
This effect is more evident when the mutation is engi-
neered on a background receptor that has a higher u2.
The addition of the aT→S mutation to constructs hav-
ing a single mutation in either the b, d, or e subunit
yields receptors with somewhat lower u2 values. This ef-
fect is even clearer when the b 1 d 1 e mutant combi-

T A B L E  I

Excess Open-Channel Noise in Wild-Type and M2 129 Mutant AChRs

AChR
(S↔T combinations) sex/i

AChR
(Different side chains) sex/I

Wild type (5 mM ACh) 0.104 dS→A 0.163

Wild type (2 mM ACh) 0.591 dS→G 0.183

Wild type (20 mM choline) 0.155 dS→P 0.132

aT→S 0.137 dS→W 0.240

bT→S 0.183 dS→C 0.192

eT→S 0.162 dS→T (5 mM ACh) 0.082

aT→S 1 bT→S 0.174 dS→T (2 mM ACh) 0.520

aT→S 1 dS→T 0.210 dS→T (20 mM choline) 0.166

aT→S 1 eT→S 0.111 dS→I 0.178

bT→S 1 dS→T 0.187 dS→Y 0.190

bT→S 1 eT→S 0.169 dS→V 0.189

dS→T 1 eT→S 0.173 dS→N 0.140

bT→S 1 dS→T 1 eT→S 0.161 dS→Q 0.225

aT→S 1 bT→S 1 dS→T 1 eT→S 0.192 dS→K 0.234

sex/i ratios were calculated as indicated in methods in the presence of 20
mM choline, unless otherwise indicated. The contribution from thermal
and shot noise was not subtracted from the excess open-channel rms noise.
The membrane potential was approximately 2100 mV and fc > 18 kHz.

Figure 4. Single-channel clus-
ters of wild-type AChRs and recep-
tors having S→T and T→S muta-
tions in M2 129. Membrane poten-
tial > 2100 mV. Display fc > 6
kHz. Openings are downwards.
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nation with and without the mutation in a is compared.
Thus, the effect of mutations in the a subunits (a slight
decrease in u2) differs qualitatively from those of muta-
tions in the other subunits (an increase in u2).

If the effect of a given mutation is independent of
the background receptor, as hinted above, then the ef-
fects of the multiple mutations should be additive
(Wells, 1990; Dill, 1997). Deviations from additivity can
be quantified by comparing predicted (as if single mu-
tations acted independently) versus observed u2 values,
and calculating the corresponding coupling energies
(Eq. 5). These can be calculated for any pair of muta-
tions by designing double-mutant thermodynamic cy-
cles (Carter et al., 1984). Fig. 5 shows all possible cycles
(using the S→T and T→S constructs studied here) that
test for deviations from independence between pairs of
single mutations. Table III gives estimates of such devia-
tions calculated as coefficients of variation (Eqs. 6 and
7) and as free energies of coupling (Eq. 5). The small
magnitude of the latter suggests that the effects of the
different mutations on the equilibrium properties of
mutant AChRs can be considered to be essentially addi-
tive. Indeed, in the context of allosteric transitions and
protein folding, values of DGºcoupling , 0.2 kcal/mol are
considered negligible (Carter et al., 1984; Hurle et al.,
1986; Perry et al., 1989; Aharoni and Horovitz, 1997).
An alternative way of displaying the close proximity be-
tween the predicted and observed equilibrium proper-
ties of M2 129 mutants is shown in Fig. 6. Additivity of
mutational effects occurs whenever: (a) there are no

pairwise interactions between the tested residues in ei-
ther the closed or the open conformation, (b) pairwise
interactions exist but they do not change upon gating,
or (c) these pairwise interactions are not disrupted by
the mutations.

Prediction of Agonist Efficacies using Double-Mutant Cycles

Finding regions of a protein that make independent
contributions to function is a powerful tool in protein
engineering. The right combination of single-point mu-
tations necessary to modify a given function to a desired
extent can be chosen to tailor a multiply mutated pro-
tein based on the behavior of the single mutants. In our
case, we found that this approach can be used to ex-
pand the variety of chemical structures that can be ex-
amined in agonist structure–function relation studies.
For example, when bound to wild-type AChRs, choline
is such a low-efficacy agonist that clusters are hard to de-
fine and, therefore, the ability to estimate u2 is compro-
mised. However, choline’s efficacy (u2) is easily mea-
sured when bound to M2 129 mutants. Because any
combination of T→S and S→T mutations at the M2 129
position have additive effects (Figs. 4 and 5, and Table
III), the efficacy of choline on the wild type could be
predicted based on the u2 values of choline on mutant
receptors. Fig. 7 shows all the double-mutant cycles, hav-
ing the wild type in one of the vertices, that can be
formed with the set of mutations in Table II. In each
case, the efficacy of choline on the wild type was as-

T A B L E  I I

Effects of 129 S→T and T→S Mutations on the Kinetic and Equilibrium Parameters of Gating in 20 mM Choline

AChR

129 residue Rates u2 No.
patches

No.
clusters

No.
intervalsa b d e b2 a2 Mean SEM

s21 s21

Wild type T T S T 257 4954 0.054 0.010 5 193 14015

aT254S S T S T 279 6930 0.043 0.014 3 329 34462

bT265S T S S T 734 2872 0.265 0.027 6 584 47354

dS268T T T T T 667 869 0.783 0.059 7 382 36813

eT264S T T S S 2653 14264 0.189 0.033 3 82 12878

aT→S 1 bT→S S S S T 958 3665 0.264 0.047 4 111 6482

aT→S 1 dS→T S T T T 961 1843 0.518 0.064 4 421 33194

aT→S 1 eT→S S T S S 1342 7599 0.182 0.020 6 287 31505

bT→S 1 dS→T T S T T 1246 476 2.766 0.387 4 235 10257

bT→S 1 eT→S T S S S 4386 4226 1.062 0.082 4 174 19422

dS→T 1 eT→S T T T S 2767 972 2.782 0.218 6 296 43614

bT→S 1 dS→T 1 eT→S T S T S 4738 375 12.688 0.597 4 167 4900

aT→S 1 bT→S 1 dS→T 1 eT→S S S T S 6755 730 9.410 0.822 3 110 5100

The opening (b2) and closing (a2) rate constants were estimated by using a maximum-likelihood algorithm that includes a correction for missed events
(program MIL; Qin et al., 1996, 1997). Their mean values for the indicated number of patches are shown. Because of channel block, the a2 values were
underestimated by a factor #2. This factor is approximately the same for all the constructs (see results). Currents were idealized at an 18-kHz bandwidth
(program SKM). Membrane potential was approximately 2100 mV. u2 mean values were calculated by averaging the b2/a2 ratios of individual patches, not
as the ratio between the means of these two rate constants. The number of intervals includes both closed and open sojourns in the idealized dwell-time
series after imposing a fixed resolution (“dead time”). The dead time varied from patch to patch, and the average was z29 ms.
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sumed to be unknown and was calculated according to
Eq. 6. The values calculated from the 13 cycles and their
average are listed in Table IV along with the average of
experimentally determined efficacies. The fact that
these two values are almost identical confirms the exper-
imental value of u2 for choline on the wild type (z0.05)
and suggests the applicability of this protein-engineer-
ing approach to other very-low-efficacy agonists.

Since the closing rate constant values were underesti-
mated (because of fast blockade), the u2 values dis-

Figure 5. Double-mutant cy-
cles. Nine cycles designed to in-
vestigate the additivity of muta-
tional effects in M2 129. “ab,” for
example, denotes the double
mutant aT→S 1 bT→S.

Figure 6. Plot showing the correlation between calculated (“pre-
dicted”) and experimentally derived (“observed”) DGº values
(2RT lnu2) for the nine multiple mutants in Fig. 5 (e.g., ab in cy-
cle A, bde in cycle E). u2 values were calculated by assuming addi-
tivity (Eq. 6). The solid line is the fit to a straight line. The dashed
line has unity slope and r 5 1; i.e., it represents the ideal situation
of complete independence between mutations. The close agree-
ment between both straight lines suggests that deviations from ad-
ditivity, if any, are small.

T A B L E  I I I

Additivity of Mutational Effects

Mutant cycle

Pairwise
interaction

tested
Coefficient 
of variation

DGo
coupling

Mean SEM

kcal/mol

A a–b 0.200 0.132 0.251

B a–d 0.204 20.110 0.236

C a–e 0.173 0.112 0.252

D b–d 0.390 20.193 0.156

E b–d 0.232 20.123 0.125

F b–e 0.127 0.080 0.168

G b–e 0.225 0.150 0.108

H d–e 0.015 0.009 0.163

I d–e 0.126 0.080 0.115

Coefficients of variation were calculated according to Eq. 7. Coupling free-
energy changes (DGo

coupling) were calculated according to Eq. 5. It is
important to emphasize here that the standard errors of the DGo

coupling

values were calculated (Eqs. 1 and 2) by assuming that the mutations are
independent. Therefore, the SEM should be taken with caution when
deciding whether the mutational effects are additive or not.
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played throughout this paper should not be taken as
absolute efficacies of choline on the various constructs.
The ratios between these values, however, should be
good estimates of the choline’s relative efficacies.

Contribution of the d129 Position to Gating

The results in Fig. 4 and Table II indicate that the S→T
mutation in d has a greater effect on the equilibrium
properties of gating than T→S changes in the other
subunits. In an attempt to better understand the struc-
tural basis of the role of the d129 position during gating,
different amino acid residues were substituted by site-
directed mutagenesis. Fig. 8 shows single-channel clus-
ters of the wild type and a set of d129 mutants in the
presence of 20 mM choline, displayed in increasing or-
der of u2. The results of the kinetic analysis are dis-
played in Table V and show that, as u2 increases, the
closing rate constant decreases and the opening rate
constant increases, although to a smaller extent (Fig. 9).

Fig. 10 plots log u2 (a measure of the free-energy
change upon gating) against some properties of the
substituted amino acids. As far as the volume is con-
cerned, in the range between z60 and 150 Å3, the
bulkier a residue, the larger is u2. However, this general
trend is lost above z160 Å3 (i.e., for Ile, Tyr, and Trp).
With respect to hydrophobicity, highly hydrophilic resi-
dues such as Lys, Gln, and Asn have the largest u2 val-
ues. However, among less hydrophilic residues, this pa-
rameter is not correlated with u2. A lack of correlation
was also found between u2 and the a helical propensity,
both in polar and nonpolar environments, of the d129

residues. We conclude that the relationship between
the gating equilibrium constant of d129 mutant chan-
nels and the physicochemical properties of the mu-
tated residues is complex.

Linear-free Energy Relationships

In contrast with the complexity noted above, Fig. 9 re-
veals a very regular relation between kinetics and equi-
librium in d129 mutants. As the gating equilibrium con-
stant increases, the opening rate constant increases,
and the closing rate constant decreases almost mono-
tonically. This type of behavior, which is not demanded
by any law of thermodynamics, is usually referred to
as an “extrathermodynamic” relationship (Leffler and
Grunwald, 1963). Such relations are most conveniently
displayed on a log–log scale (Fig. 11 A, equivalent to a
DG‡-vs.-DGº plot), where the points are fitted best with
a straight line. This type of plot is common in physical
organic chemistry and is known as a “Brønsted plot”
(Brønsted and Pedersen, 1924), while the relation be-
tween the activation and the equilibrium free-energy
changes is best known as a “rate-equilibrium linear
free-energy relationship” (LFER; Leffler and Grun-
wald, 1963). The fact that this relation is linear firmly
suggests that the relative position of the gating transi-
tion state along the reaction coordinate does not
change upon mutation (Grosman et al., 2000). This, in

Figure 7. Double-mutant cycles. Thirteen cycles designed to pre-
dict choline’s efficacy on wild-type receptors based on the concept
of additivity of mutational effects.

T A B L E  I V

Prediction of the Efficacy of Choline on Wild-Type AChRs

Predicted wild-type u2 value

Mutant Mean SEM

A 0.043 0.017

B 0.065 0.023

C 0.045 0.017

D 0.075 0.014

E 0.047 0.010

F 0.053 0.011

G 0.041 0.009

H 0.066 0.008

I 0.058 0.008

J 0.058 0.020

K 0.058 0.010

L 0.053 0.011

M 0.078 0.017

Average of predicted u2 values, 0.057 6 0.012 (mean 6 SEM); average of
experimentally determined u2 values, 0.054 6 0.010 (mean 6 SEM). The
u2 value of wild-type receptors bound to choline was calculated from the
efficacies of choline on single and double-mutants based on the finding
that 129 mutations are independent (Table III). If the efficacy of choline
on the wild type is assumed to be unknown, only the mutant cycles E, G,
and I (Fig. 5) should be considered to test for independence of mutational
effects. Analysis of these three cycles indicate that the M2 129 mutations in
the b–d, b–e, and d–e subunit pairs act independently. Since a2 values are
affected by block, so are the u2 values.
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turn, suggests that the conformational perturbations
caused by the different side-chain substitutions are
graded versions of the same local rearrangement.

The Brønsted relationship can be written as:

(11)

where F, the slope, reflects the relative position of the
local environment of the mutated residue along the re-

β2log Φ θ2 cons t,tan+log=

action pathway at the time that the transition state is
reached. Therefore, F ranges from 0 (closed-like) to 1
(open-like). An analogous expression holds for a2, the
slope being (F 2 1). It is remarkable that the linearity
of this relationship holds for a three-order-of-magnitude
range of u2 values (from z0.035 in dS→A to z35 in
dS→K). As show in Fig. 11 A, at d129, F 5 0.275 6 0.023.

There has been some debate as to the statistical valid-
ity of a Brønsted plot (log k vs. log k/k9) as a measure of

Figure 8. Single-channel clus-
ters of wild-type AChRs and a se-
ries of d129 mutants. Membrane
potential > 2100 mV. Display fc >
6 kHz. Openings are downwards.

Figure 9. Gating rate constants versus gating equilibrium con-
stants. (d) a2 vs. u2, (s) b2 vs. u2. The axes are normalized to their
respective smallest values. The inset emphasizes the smaller but
significant increase in the opening rate constant, b2. The points
correspond to all the different residues tested in d129, with the ex-
ception of Pro.

T A B L E  V

Effects of Different Amino Acids in the d129 Position on the Kinetic and 
Equilibrium Parameters of Gating in 20 mM Choline

d129

residue

Rates u2 No.
patches

No.
clusters

No.
intervalsb2 a2 Mean SEM

s21 s21

A 272 8059 0.035 0.007 3 76 11180

S (wild type) 257 4954 0.054 0.010 5 193 14015

G 312 4476 0.069 0.003 3 52 6172

P 948 3952 0.242 0.034 3 70 15758

W 342 1398 0.313 0.101 3 52 4102

C 560 856 0.671 0.076 6 328 46934

T 667 869 0.783 0.059 7 382 36813

I 830 846 1.011 0.088 7 346 28726

Y 951 432 2.200 0.208 5 77 2990

V 766 309 2.478 0.345 2 21 975

N 989 253 3.911 0.146 6 144 6019

Q 971 194 5.236 0.594 4 214 4602

K 1489 42 35.272 2.522 2 282 2176

See legend to Table II for details. The average dead time was z39 ms.
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the existence of a linear relation (Estell, 1987). It has
been concluded that a double-logarithmic plot of the
rate constants (log k vs. log k9) is a more stringent statis-
tical test (Fersht, 1987). Rearranging Eq. 11 gives Eq. 12:

(12)

Fig. 11 B shows such a plot for the d129 mutant series.
From this plot, we estimate that F 5 0.268 6 0.022,
which is very close to the value estimated from the
Brønsted plot. We conclude that, at the transition state
of diliganded gating, the interactions of the d129 posi-
tion with the rest of the protein are 27% like those in
the open state and 73% like those in the closed state.

The solid lines in Fig. 11, A and B, are the results of
the linear regressions through all the data points (d),
with the exception of that corresponding to the dS→P
mutant (e). The behavior of this mutant was consid-
ered to be an outlier based on the analysis shown in Ta-
ble VI. The different behavior of the Pro mutant is also
evident from a cursory examination of the data in Ta-
ble V. The increase in b2 upon the S→P mutation is z
3.4-fold larger than the one expected from the ob-
served 1.25-fold decrease in a2 and a F-value of 0.275.

We can go back now to Table II and analyze the S→T
and T→S mutations from an LFER perspective. The
dS→T mutant is a member of the mutant series plotted
in Fig. 11. As compared with the wild type, opening is
faster and closing is slower in this mutant, as expected
from a mutation that alters the stability of the transition
state to an extent that is intermediate between the ef-

β2log Φ
Φ 1–
------------- α2log cons t ′ .tan+=

fects on the stability of the ground (closed and open)
states. The slope, F, between dS→T and the wild type
(only considering these two points) is z0.357. The mu-
tation bT→S also increases the opening rate and de-
creases the closing rate, but the slope between this mu-
tant and the wild type is F 5 0.663. This suggests that
the transition state has a more open-like character (i.e.,
the stabilization of the transition state follows that of
the open state more closely) at b129 than at d129. Al-
though more mutations are needed to confirm the dif-
ferent slope of b129, the different values of F suggest
that the movement of the b subunit precedes that of
the d subunit during the opening reaction.

Figure 10. u2 values of d129
mutants and corresponding
physicochemical properties of
the mutant residues. The rela-
tionship between amino acid res-
idue volume (Zamyatnin, 1972),
hydrophobicity (Engelman, Steitz,
and Goldman scale; Branden
and Tooze, 1991), or a-helical
tendency (Liu and Deber, 1998)
and the gating equilibrium con-
stant of d129 mutants is not
straightforward.

T A B L E  V I

Correlation Coefficients for Different Data Sets

Data set
Correlation

coefficient (r) Data set
Correlation

coefficient (r)

All mutants 0.816 2T 0.816

2A 0.772 2I 0.824

2S 0.789 2Y 0.813

2G 0.792 2V 0.816

2P 0.945 2N 0.805

2W 0.833 2Q 0.805

2C 0.818 2K 0.763

The correlation coefficients between log b2 and log a2 were calculated
(SigmaPlot, Version 3.01; Jandel Scientific) for different data sets. “2X”
means that the data point corresponding to the residue X was omitted
from the data set. The number of data points are 13 (“all mutants”) or 12
(“2X”). Omission of P increases r to a considerable extent. Therefore, the
behavior of the dS→P AChR was considered to be an outlier.
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Free-Energy Relationships Are Not Always Linear

The T→S perturbation in the e subunit alters the be-
havior of the channel in a different manner than when
engineered in the b or the d subunit. In this case, both
opening and closing rate constants get faster and, thus,
an LFER does not hold. Therefore, this mutation has a
“catalytic” effect stabilizing the transition state to a
greater extent than either ground state. In qualitative

terms, this effect of the eT→S mutation is also observed
when the mutation is engineered on other background
AChRs (aT→S, bT→S, or dS→T; Table II). Regardless
of the background receptor, the increase in the open-
ing rate is far more pronounced than the increase in
the closing rate.

The effect of the aT→S mutation (in both subunits)
on the kinetics of gating is more difficult to assess be-
cause, like its effect on the equilibrium constant (see
above), the changes were modest. Nevertheless, when
coexpressed with other mutant subunits, this effect be-
comes evident. On the background of the single mu-
tants bT→S or dS→T, or of the triple mutant bT→S 1
dS→T 1 eT→S, the a mutation also increases both rate
constants (Table II). This suggests that the slightly
larger values of the opening and closing rate constants
of aT→S receptors, as compared with the wild type,
represent genuine changes as well. It is interesting to
note that the aT→S mutation does not increase the
rates of the eT→S mutant when both mutations are co-
expressed. This contrasts with the results in Table III,
which show that the effects of these two mutations on u2

are additive. If the effects of the aT→S and eT→S muta-
tions on the rate constants had been additive as well,
the opening and closing rate of the double mutant
would have been 2,880 and 19,953 s21, respectively
(from Eq. 6, replacing equilibrium constants with rate
constants). As compared with the effect of the T→S mu-
tation in the e subunit (the other “catalytic” mutation),
the T→S substitution in a affects the opening and clos-
ing rate constants to a smaller and more even extent.

D I S C U S S I O N

Choline as an Agonist: An Alternative Approach

Extracting rate constants from single-channel data can
be difficult. The observed open and closed interval du-
rations are often related in a complex way with the un-
derlying rate constants, which can only be estimated
through the application of elaborate algorithms (for
example, Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1981; Horn and
Lange, 1983; Qin et al., 1996, 1997). In addition, when
the data become scarce, the ability of these techniques
to estimate the correct rate constants necessarily de-
creases. This is what happens, for example, with many
M2 mutants. Due to the increased opening rate con-
stant, and given the instrumental limitations, dwellings
in the closed diliganded state are severely underrepre-
sented in the idealized set of intervals.

The use of a saturating concentration of choline, a
low-efficacy agonist that supports a slow opening rate
constant, is a very useful tool to reliably estimate the
gating rate constants of 129 M2 mutants. None of the
drawbacks associated with the use of a blocking concen-
tration of agonist posed a serious problem. Instead,

Figure 11. Two different ways of displaying a rate-equilibrium
LFER. (A) Brønsted plot. The slope (F) is 0.275 6 0.023. The
slope of such plots is most commonly denoted as “b” or “a,” after
Brønsted’s work (Brønsted and Pedersen, 1924). In our case, to
avoid confusion with the AChR subunits (a, b, d, e) or the dili-
ganded gating rate constants (b2, a2), we adopted the letter “F,”
after Fersht’s application of the LFER concept to protein folding
(e.g., Fersht, 1994). (B) log k vs. log k9 plot. The slope [F/(F 2
1)] is 20.366 6 0.040 and, therefore, F is 0.268 6 0.022. The two
F values do not exactly coincide because the values of u2 in A are
not the ratios between the y and x axis values in B, but the average
of u2 values across patches (see Table II, legend). Solid lines in A
and B are least-square fits to straight lines of the data correspond-
ing to all the different residues tested in d129 (d) with the excep-
tion of Pro (e). r, correlation coefficients. On a logarithmic scale,
the underestimation of a2 values is manifest as an offset and, there-
fore, does not affect the slope estimates.
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most closures were detected and the kinetic complexity
of the channel was reduced to that of a closed ↔ open
reaction scheme.

It was somewhat surprising that the open times fol-
lowed a single exponential considering that spontane-
ous (Grosman and Auerbach, 2000) and ACh-elicited
(Ohno et al., 1995; Chen and Auerbach, 1998) open-
ings of certain 129 mutants require two to three compo-
nents to be fitted correctly. Even though multiple expo-
nential components in the open-time distribution of
ACh-gated currents could be accounted for by open-
ings arising from AChRs with different degrees of liga-
tion, those resulting from unliganded receptors can-
not. For practical purposes and for the interpretation
of rates in terms of energy barriers, though, having a
single open state in the model was very convenient.

We envisage that this weak-agonist approach will be-
come a useful tool to characterize the gating structure–
function relationships of other regions of the receptor
that, like M2 129, increase the diliganded opening rate
constant (b2) upon mutation. Mutations that affect KB

(the dissociation equilibrium constant of the agonist
from the pore-blocking site), however, could not be
dealt with by this approach because the underestima-
tion of the closing rate constant (a2) will no longer be
the same for the entire mutant series. In these cases, a2

should be estimated at concentrations of agonist that
are low enough to prevent blockade, yet high enough
to minimize the occurrence of unliganded and monoli-
ganded openings.

Additivity of Mutational Effects: Lack of Interaction between 
129 Residues

We investigated whether interactions between the five
129-position residues change upon (and thus contrib-
ute to the free-energy change of) gating. During wild-
type diliganded gating, there is a net loss of z2.0 kcal/
mol (u2 > 30) in going from the closed to the open
conformation, whereas during unliganded gating there
is an uphill change of z6.5 kcal/mol [u0 > 1.5 3 1025,
from Grosman and Auerbach (2000), assuming 20
channels in the patch]. If the end points of the gating
conformational change were the same with or without
agonist bound, then the z8.5-kcal/mol difference be-
tween unliganded and diliganded gating would be pro-
vided, in its entirety, by the excess ligand-binding en-
ergy to the open state (i.e., exclusively by agonist-recep-
tor interactions). Nevertheless, as these ligand–protein
contacts are absent during spontaneous gating, pro-
tein–protein interactions must also change (some non-
covalent bonds break, others get formed) to account
for the z6.5-kcal/mol increase in the free energy of
the unliganded open AChR as compared with the unli-
ganded closed form. Moreover, it is likely that these

same changes in protein–protein contacts will occur
upon liganded gating as well.

While considerable progress has been made in iden-
tifying the amino acid residues that interact with the ag-
onist at the transmitter binding sites (reviewed in Hu-
cho et al., 1996), very little (if any) is known about the
protein–protein contribution to the overall free-energy
balance of gating. We investigated the existence of such
interactions by comparing the u2 values of various con-
structs in the context of a double-mutant cycle analysis
(Carter et al., 1984). The effects of S→T (in d) and
T→S (elsewhere) 129 mutations on u2 turned out to be
additive (Table III). Also, structural data suggest that
cysteines engineered in a and b 129 do not face the lu-
men of the channel (Akabas et al., 1994; Zhang and
Karlin, 1998, but see Machold et al., 1995 for d129).
Taken together, we suggest that interactions between
129 residues do not exist at all, in either the closed or
open conformations of the channel and, thus, do not
contribute to the DGº of gating.

Additivity of Mutational Effects: Application to Agonist 
Structure–Function Studies

The diversity of chemical structures that can be exam-
ined in agonist structure–function relation studies is
limited by the nature of the receptor used. For exam-
ple, the efficacy of ACh on the wild-type receptor is so
high that more efficacious ligands could hardly be
identified if tested on the same receptor. Likewise, ago-
nists with very low efficacy would elicit currents that
only seldom get clustered, an absolute requirement for
this type of analysis. Application of the “protein engi-
neering” method described here should significantly
broaden the range of molecules that can be analyzed in
these structure–function studies. By selecting the right
combination of independent mutations, the efficacy of
virtually any molecule on the wild type could be known.
Here, we showed how this approach was used in the
case of choline, an agonist of very low efficacy on mus-
cle AChRs. A similar procedure, engineering additive
mutations that slow channel opening, could be applied
to test for ligands with higher efficacy than ACh.

Structural Aspects of the 129 Position

The M2 129 position is very well conserved among the
members of the superfamily of nicotinoid receptors
(see first table in Grosman and Auerbach, 2000) being
most commonly a Thr and, more rarely, a Ser or an Ala.
In muscle AChRs, this position is occupied by Thr in a,
b, e/g, and a Ser in d.

From a physicochemical viewpoint, S→T and T→S
mutations are rather subtle substitutions. Nevertheless,
the asymmetry of the muscle AChR’s M2 129 position is
very well conserved across species, even though only a
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single-nucleotide mutation is needed to turn the d129
Ser (TCT) into a Thr, or the a (ACC) or b/e/g (ACT)
129 Thr into a Ser. It was interesting then to test the
functional effects of S→T and T→S mutations.

The results in this paper indicate that even these con-
servative mutations affect gating, d being the most sen-
sitive and a the least sensitive subunit (even less consid-
ering that both a subunits were mutated). In addition,
we showed that the three constructs having Ser only in
a, b, or e subunits (Thr elsewhere) have u2 values that
are z10-, z51-, and z52-fold higher than the wild-
type’s value. In the context of synaptic transmission,
these receptors would give rise to slowly decaying end-
plate currents much like congenital myasthenic-syn-
drome mutants do (assuming that the mutations do
not affect the kinetics of agonist dissociation). There-
fore, there seems to be a tight requirement for a single
Ser in 129 for normal function, and this Ser has to be in
d. With respect to different side chains in d129, only an
S→A or S→G mutation would still be compatible with
normal synaptic transmission.

The marked functional asymmetry of this ring of resi-
dues leads us to propose that the 129 positions of the dif-
ferent subunits face different environments. This would
be the case if, for example, the orientation of the M2 a
helices around the central pore differed between sub-
units. Alternatively, this could also happen if the five M2
129 positions, having the same orientation, were packed
against the transmembrane segments M1/M3, whose
amino acid sequences vary from subunit to subunit.

The relationship between u2 and several physico-
chemical properties of the residue occupying d129 is
not straightforward, at least when these properties are
considered one at a time, as in Fig. 10. However, the re-
sponse to volume and hydrophobicity can, to some ex-
tent, be rationalized in the framework of the 129 resi-
dues being packed against M1 (Akabas et al., 1994)
and/or M3 in a tight and hydrophobic environment. It
is interesting to note that both Ser and Thr display a
higher tendency to occur in membrane-embedded a
helices than in aqueous-based ones (Liu and Deber,
1998). This is, at least in part, because the hydrogen-
bonding capacity of the Ser and Thr hydroxyl groups
can be satisfied by participating in bifurcated intra-
chain hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl oxygen in the
preceding turn of the same a helix (MacKenzie et al.,
1997). As far as the kinetic and equilibrium properties
of gating are concerned, however, the relevance of the
hydrogen-bonding capacity of Ser seems to be minimal,
as suggested by the small effect of the S→A mutation.
We hypothesize, then, that a combination of steric hin-
drance and hydrophobic interactions in the local envi-
ronment of d129 can explain the observed effects of
mutations. Side chains bulkier than the 2CH2-OH of
Ser [but no larger than the 2CH-(CH3)2 of Val] would

cause steric repulsion in both the closed and open
states. However, this repulsion should be larger in the
closed channel conformation to account for the net de-
stabilization of the closed with respect to the open state
(i.e., the increase in u2) that accompanies the muta-
tions. This further suggests that, upon opening, there
has to be an increase in the volume between d129 and
the residue/s against which it packs to explain how an
increase in the volume of the side chain causes less
strain in the open than in the closed state. It is not clear
why the three bulkiest residues tested (Ile, Tyr, and
Trp) deviate from this trend. That side chains smaller
than that of Ser, like the 2CH3 of Ala and the 2H of
Gly, do not substantially decrease u2 suggests that the
cavity where the wild-type Ser is located has the right di-
mensions to hold the 2CH2-OH side chain and that
there is not much steric hindrance to be relieved.

We also observed that receptors having Lys, Asn, or
Gln at d129 (the three more hydrophilic residues tested)
displayed the largest u2 values. These residues are ex-
pected to weaken the hydrophobic interactions that
contribute to the putative helix–helix packing in both
the closed and open conformations. As these mutations
increase u2, the packing seems to be tighter in the closed
than in the open state, where a looser association of
transmembrane domains might relieve the strain of hav-
ing to accommodate a highly hydrophilic side chain.

In summary, both volume and hydrophobicity con-
siderations lead us to speculate that there is an expan-
sion in the volume around d129 upon channel opening.

Linear Free-Energy Relationships

The fact that mutational effects in d 129 conform to lin-
ear free-energy relationships is firm evidence that the
tested side chains (with the probable exception of Pro)
affect the structure of the AChR in a qualitatively simi-
lar way, as if the resulting structural changes were part
of a continuum (Fersht et al., 1986). This may seem
surprising, especially considering the disparate nature
of the amino acids used in the mutagenesis, and the
relatively broad range of mutational effects recorded
(z1,000-fold increase in u2). Nevertheless, single point
mutations usually cause only local rearrangements
(Skinner and Terwilliger, 1996), and a three-order-of-
magnitude change in an equilibrium constant corre-
sponds to only z4 kcal/mol. It is likely that much
larger variations in u2 are needed to observe the pre-
dicted deviations from linearity (Hammond, 1955; Lef-
fler and Grunwald, 1963; Mok and Polanyi, 1969) that
arise when not only the height but also the shape of the
barrier changes. It is also likely that these u2 values
would be too extreme to be estimated correctly and,
therefore, that most LFER applications to gating will be
in the linear range.
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It is not at all obvious that an LFER should always
hold. Such relations are only expected to occur for po-
sitions in the protein where the change in the transi-
tion state’s free energy upon mutation is the linear
combination of the free-energy changes of the ground
states (Leffler, 1953; Leffler and Grunwald, 1963; Fer-
sht et al., 1986; Grosman et al., 2000). In fact, AChRs
having the T→S substitution in a or e deviate from
such behavior, suggesting that these mutations affect
local interactions of the a and e 129 sidechains that are
present only at the transition state. As a consequence,
the position of the a and e 129 residues along the reac-
tion coordinate of gating cannot be revealed by the
LFER approach, at least when a T→S mutation is used
as the perturbation.

As mentioned earlier, the behavior of the dS→P re-
ceptor was also anomalous. With our results so far, it is
not possible to assert that the reason why this mutant is
an outlier (Fig. 11 and Table VI) lies on the proline’s
different backbone properties (Pro can act as a hydro-
gen-bond acceptor but not as a donor). To unequivo-
cally address this issue, the wild-type Ser should be re-
placed with its corresponding a-hydroxi acid (glyceric
acid) so as to preserve the side chain while changing
the hydrogen-bonding pattern to that of Pro. This can
be done by resorting to the use of unnatural amino acid
mutagenesis (England et al., 1999). However, even in
the absence of such unnatural-mutation data, the fact
that the side chain of Pro does not have any remarkable
peculiarity leads us to speculate that the intrachain
a-helix hydrogen bonds contributed by M2 d129 play an
important role during the process of gating.
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